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PART A  

1. Paving , steps , fences , furniture , gazebo 

2.  Grading in civil engineering and landscape architectural construction is the work of ensuring a level 
base, or one with a specified slope, for a construction work such as a foundation, the base course for a 

road or a railway, or landscape and garden improvements, or surface drainage. 

3.Examples of bulbs include garlic, amaryllis, tulips 

   Examples of corms include crocus, Gladiolas and tuberous begonias. 

4. 

 

5.  Charbagh  is  a  Persian‐style  garden  layout,  in  which  the main  building  is  put  at  the  centre  of  a 

quadrilateral garden, divided by walkways or flowing water into four smaller parts. Charbagh style was 

brought to India by Mughals. Humayun’s tomb and Taj Mahal in India are the most famous examples of 

this style. In the Charbagh at the Taj Mahal, each of the four parts contains sixteen flower beds. 

PART B 

 II 

1) Texture is an exciting element that really distinguishes the personal character of trees, shrubs 
and ground covers. Fine textures tend to move away from the observer, and coarse textures move 
toward you. To make a small space seem larger, use fine textured plants. To make a large space 
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seem smaller, use coarse textured plants. Single plants with a coarse texture can have a sculptural 
quality and can be used to accent important locations -next to an entry way or to draw your 
attention to a specific area. 

2)  In landscape design terminology, "focal points" force the viewer’s perspective to a 
particular location. Such "focalization" gives a design a sense of purpose and order, without 
which a landscape is just a careless collection of plants and other objects (or empty space). Either 
plants or hardscape features (including decorations, yard art, etc.) can be used to serve this 
purpose.        

Any good design has a focal point – the place where the viewer’s eye is first attracted. 
Focalization is sometimes referred to as focalization of interest or simply focal point. The focal 
point is the strongest element in the design in any given view. A home’s focal point is often the 
front door. The landscape focal point is often something close to the front door to enhance the 
entrance of the home. 

Each area of the landscape may include a focal point, but it is certainly not necessary. 
Landscape designers should not overuse focal points. In any view, people are attracted to 
interesting plant forms, bright colors and artistic, architectural design as well as art or sculptures. 
Mix it up, have some fun and create interesting focal points. 

3) “Cutting is a method of asexual propagation in which a portion of any  Vegatative part such as 
stem, leaf or root is cut from the parent plant and is  placed under favorable environmental 
condition to form roots and shoots,  thus producing a new independent plant.”  

Stem cuttings:  

        Numerous plant species are propagated by stem cuttings.  Some can be taken at any time 
of the year, but stem cuttings  of many woody plants must be taken in the fall or in the  dormant 
season.  

Tip cuttings:  

Detach a 2 to 6 inch piece of stem including the  terminal bud. Make the cut just below a 
node.  Remove lower leaves that would touch or be  below the medium. Dip the stem in rooting  
hormone if desired. Gently tap the end of the  cutting to remove excess hormone. Insert the  
cutting deeply enough into the media to  support itself. At least one node must be  below the 
surface.  

T Budding 

  This is the most commonly  used budding technique  When the bark is slipping,  make a 
vertical cut (same  axis as the rootstock) through  the bark of the rootstock  while avoiding any 
buds on  the stock. Make a horizontal  cut at the top of the vertical  cut (in a T-shape) and loosen  
the bark by twisting the knife  at the intersection. Remove a  shield-shaped piece of the  scion, 
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including a bud, some  bark and a thin section of  wood. Push the shield under  the loosened 
stock bark and  wrap the union, leaving the  bud exposed.  

 

                               

Simple layering:  

Bend the stem to the ground.  Cover part of it with soil,  leaving the last 6 to 12  inches 
exposed. Bend the tip  into a vertical position and  stake in place. The sharp bend will often 
induce  rooting, but wounding the  lower side of the branch or  loosening the bark by  twisting 
the stem may help.  This method is successful  with rhododendron and  honeysuckle.  
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4) 

 It should be evergreen  
 It must be able to tolerate wide variations in temperature  
 It should grow well in containers  
 It must be able to sustain even if neglected by the owner for some extent  

Temperature:   

 A low temp reduces growth,while high temp increase plant  respiration,  
 Ideal temp ranges betwn 20&30degree celcius  

Humidity:  

 Plants can withstand a humidity range of 40-85%  
 Humidity does not have a significant influence  

Air changes:  

 Normal air changes have no effect .  
 But Plants should not be placed directly near air conditioner.  

Lighting  

 The minimum light requirement is 600-700lux/12 hours.  
 Continuous illumination produce haphazard growth.  
 A dark period 4-6hrs essential for plants thrives.  
 If indoor plants do not receive natural light, they should kept under sunlight for atleast 

2hrs per day  
 Fluorescent lamps provide better lighting to plants than incandescent lamps  

5) pavements 

     paving means covering a path or a floor with a suitable material. Paving material are 
brick , concrete ,tiles ,asphalt ,stone. 

 Some kinds of paving give very good textures and colours. 
 Smooth surfaces are easier to maintain than rough ones.but they may be slippery when 

wet. 
 For vehicular paving the foundation thickness should be more than that for pedestrian 

paving.  
 The Path defines the passage in the landscape created.  It could be paved or unpaved. 

Paving materials are used  to eliminate hazards from mud and dust and to form a  smooth 
surface for ease of circulation.  

 Various design patterns in the pathways help beautify  the surroundings and look pleasing 
to the eye.  
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 The paving material could be natural or man-made.  Man-made paving materials are 
available in a wide  variety of textures and colors. Some of the materials  used are 
explained in the following.  

Retaining wall : 

• Retaining walls are often designed when the terrain is sloped and  soil has to be 
restrained. 

• In landscaping, retaining walls helps to make sure that soil is bound  between the levels 
of a hill side and create spectacular views. It is most common in area with difficult terrain 
and  are helpful to make the best of different level heights in the garden. 

• Retaining walls can be simple or complex – boulder walls, stone  walls, wood, concrete, 
etc. can be used as materials. 

6) Main features of mughal garden ( draw the plan of taj garden ) 

1. Site and style of design 

2. Walls and gates 

3. Terraces 

4. Nahars or running water 

5. Sculpture ie , a tomb or a mosque 

6. Trees and flowers 

7. Bardaras or a retreat 

7) zen garden : 

   The Japanese rock garden  or dry landscape garden is called zen 
garden. 

 Simplest representative style of gardening 

 It is totally devoid of plants 

 Here main feature is vertical or horizontal stones in group of two or three up 
to max five 

 Fine white sand is filled in between the group of stones 
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 Sand is raked in simple patterns imitating  ripples of flowing water.  

 Stones are fundamental elements  of Japanese gardens. 

 Stones used are not quarried by  the hand of man, but of stones  shaped by 
nature only  

 Used to construct the garden's  paths, bridges, and walkways.  

 Represent a geological presence  where actual mountains are not  viewable 
or present. They are  placed in odd numbers and a  majority of the groupings 
reflect  triangular shapes . 

  

Part c 

UNIT I 

III 

(a)  • Proportion - Plan a design that incorporates trees and shrubs that are relative to the size of 

the people and things around them. Proportion refers to the size relationship that parts of the design 
have to each other and to the design as a whole. 

(b)  
 
•Proportion is the relationship that exists among the components of a landscape. It also describes 
the relationshipbetween the components of the landscape and the landscape as a whole.  

•Proportion involves the size relationshipsbetween and among the components making up the 
landscape. 

•Proportion describes the mathematical relationships among the dimensions of space and site 
components makingup an area.  

•These mathematical relationships are totally separate from human perception dimensions. In a 
sense, proportion is similar to a ratio. For example, corner plantings next to a house that are two-
thirds the distance fromthe ground to the eave are proportional to the house. The height of the 
corner plantings is proportional to the heightof the eave. 

•Scale is the human perception of the size of space and form related to the human dimension. 
Scale is relative to theperception of the viewer. For a large two-story house, corner plantings that 
are proportional to the house may appear out of scale to the viewer. 
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(c) Scale is the human perception of the size of space and form related to the human dimension. 

Scale is relative to theperception of the viewer. For a large two-story house, corner plantings that 
are proportional to the house may appear out of scale to the viewer. 

•Proportion is the relationship that exists among the components of a landscape. It also describes 
the relationshipbetween the components of the landscape and the landscape as a whole.  

•Proportion involves the size relationshipsbetween and among the components making up the 
landscape. 

We have all been in outdoor spaces where we have felt cramped and uncomfortable or in a very 
large open space where we have felt vulnerable and could not relax. Both of these situations may 
have been due to the lack of proper proportion and scale of the space. We all dream about having 
the perfect outdoor space that is both comfortable and visually exciting. Harmonious, outdoor 
areas where we can entertain a group of close friends or spend time alone reading a book. Part of 
getting this dream space to work is making sure that the proportion and scale is correct. 

Proportion and scale are two important principles to consider when designing an outdoor space. 
Proportion is the size of an object in relation to other objects in the garden. Scale, on the other 
hand, is the relationship of an object to a fixed object, usually the human body. Getting the ideal 
proportion and scale can be the most challenging concept to pull off correctly in the garden. 

IV 

1. Water : 

          In manmade landscape ,the use of water ranges from functional water works 
such as  

 Reservoirs 

 Canals 

 Fountains 

 Cascades 
 It moves, reflects light and sparkles. These properties are valuable in 

landscape. 

 Natural water bodies like rivers,streams,springs,lakes,seas etc. 

 The treatment of the banks and the edges must be done with great care. 

 Uses of water 
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 The uses of water in landscpae may be classified as 

 functional :‐ functional uses includes irrigating the vegetation the site, 

evaporative cooling of air and fire‐fighting purposes. 

 Aesthetic :‐ 

   water may be considered as a visual element. it provides visual and 

psychological pleasures. 

  A space a water display can strongly effect the character of a space. 

  water has its own qualities of change , movement and variation under the 

play of wind and light. 

   example:‐ cascades , pools, fountains  

 Psychological :‐ 

 Moving water creates a sense of rhythm and purpose while still water 

conveys a feeling of tranquility and rest. 

 The reflections in water add to the depth qualities and at night , transform 

the whole surrounding scene.  

 In landscape architecture, a water feature is one or more items from a  

range of fountains, pools, ponds, cascades, waterfalls and streams. 

 A water feature may be indoor or outdoor and can be and size, from  

desktop water fountain to a large indoor waterfall that covers an entire  

wall in a large commercial buildings. 

 Water features can be made from any number of materials, including  

stone, granite, stainless steel, resin, iron, and glass. 

 Adding movement to water creates a truly magical effect. Reflections are enhanced, the sound of  

moving water  is soothing and musical, and  fish benefit   from  the enhanced oxygenation of  the water. 

Water  lilies,  however, prefer  still water,  so are better  suited  to ponds without  fountains, or where a 

fountain  is  offset  so  that  part of  the  pond  remains  still.  Movement  can  he  created  by fountains, 

waterspouts, rills or cascades and  is guaranteed to bring sparkle and dash to the garden. As always,  it 
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should he planned  in scale with the area. A gentle trickle can he refreshing  in a small garden, where a 

large fountain  would be pretentious. 

UNIT II 

(V) 

 Seed installation 

Prepare for seed.  
To install a seeded lawn, start by adding irrigation, removing debris, installing edging, adding 
topsoil and compost, grading, and adding lime just as you would for a sod lawn 

Spread seed.  
Use a broadcast spreader to spread the seed blend over your prepared soil. 

Rake the soil. 
“A critical component of success is to make sure you have contact between the seed and the 
soil,” says McClure. “Without good contact, the seeds won’t germinate.” However, be careful 
not to bury the seed any deeper than 1/8 of an inch. 

Topdress with straw.  
McClure recommends scattering a light layer of straw on top of your seed. This provides 
nutrients, keeps the seeds warm enough to germinate, stops the seeds from baking in the hot 
summer sun, and provides some protection from birds. 

Water regularly.  
Depending on the weather conditions and soil, you may need to water up to 20 minutes three 
times per day for the first two months to keep the seeds moist. If the seeds or sprouts dry out 
even for a short period of time, they will die. This is one of the most challenging aspects of 
starting a seeded lawn, particularly on slopes or in very hot climates. 

Keep off the grass.  
Try not to walk on your new lawn for the first two months. After the first month, you can begin 
mowing, but it still a good idea to keep children, pets, and other regular foot traffic off the lawn 
until it is thoroughly established. 

 Hydroseed installation  

Prepare for seed.  
Begin by following the same steps to prepare the planting area as you would for a seed or a sod 
installation. 

Add hydroseed mixture to the tank.  
The hydroseeder has a tank to which you add seeds, the papery mulch, water, and fertilizing 
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agent. The agitator inside the tank mixes the ingredients and keeps any one ingredient from 
sinking to the bottom. 

Spray the seed.  
Once your seed mixture is thoroughly mixed, aim the hydroseeder’s hose and spray the seed 
mixture over your soil surface. Take care not to accidentally spray seeds in your garden beds, 
although a little bit of overspray is unavoidable during this process. There is no need to rake or 
mulch a hydroseeded lawn. 

Water and keep off the grass.  
Follow the instructions above on caring for a seeded lawn. Water regularly and keep foot traffic 
to a minimum. 

 Artificial turf installation 

Lower the existing grade.  
“You’ll need to start by bringing the soil level down to 4 inches below the finished grade,” says 
Steve Biernacki of WaterQuest, Inc. in Albuquerque, NM.  

Install edging.  
It’s a lot easier to install edging before installing the lawn. 

Fill with road base.  
Biernacki recommends using a 4 inch layer of road base, or crushed rock, underneath your 
artificial turf to allow good drainage and an even surface. Make sure the base rock is tamped 
down firmly. 

Roll out artificial turf.  
“Artificial turf comes in roll just like carpet,” says Biernacki. “For large installations, there will 
be some seams as you roll it out, but you can obscure those just as you do with carpet.” 

Connect seams.  
If there are any seams on the lawn, join them together using the special tape meant for that 
purpose. Use the tape along the back side of the artificial turf, and as you’re joining the seams 
make sure the nap, or blades of artificial grass, are going the same direction. 

Secure turf around edges.  
“We use 8 inch galvanized nails every 6 inches along the outside,” says Biernacki. It’s important 
to pull the turf taut when spiking it in. 

Add infill.  
While infill isn’t necessary on artificial turf, sometimes people choose to topdress their artificial 
turf with rubber pellets or sand. “It’s just a personal preference whether you choose to use an 
infill material or not,” says Biernacki. “When you’re standing up and looking down at the lawn, 
you can’t see much of a difference between using rubber pellets, sand, or no infill.” 
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Make the nap look natural.  
When you unroll artificial turf, the blades of grass, or nap, are laying flat. Biernacki recommends 
using a gas-powered broom to brush the nap into an upright position. 

(VI)(a) Terrace garden  

 A terrace or roof garden is any garden on the roof of the building.  
 In cities available gardening area is less ,so we go in for roof gardens.  
 Plantings in containers or hanging baskets are extensively used in terrace gardens for the 

ease of replacement and also for  weight reduction.  

Making a terrace garden 

 Making layout plan: Layout of the garden should have a proper balance of lawn,shrubs 
,ground covers and even small trees depending upon the area available.  

 Selecting the plants: plants should have a fibrous root system.a plant with a tap root 
system may grow through the terrace and endanger the life of the building.  

 Preparing the growing media: The growing media should not add undue weight to the 
building. Ex: A decayed moisture absorbing plant matter containing moss is a very light 
and excellent growing medium for the terrace garden.  

 Laying brick bats: spreading a layer of brick bats evenly on the terrace facilitates 
drainage of water.Totaly burnt brick only be used.  

 Spreading net lawn or wire mesh over the bricks: This will prevent the garden earth 
manure from getting into the gaps in b/w in the brick bats  

 Spreading mixture of garden earth ,manure to the desired level: carrying out the 
planting asper layout.  

(b) Maintenance is the care and up keep of the landscape after its installation .year round 
maintenance at different times of year.  

 Cutting of trees snd shrubs  
 Application of fertilizer to lawn and plantings  
 Weed control in lawn and plantings  
 Spraying for insects and weed control  
 Replacement of dead plants  
 Painting of fences and outdoor furnishings  
 Repairing of walls and paved surfaces  
 Cultivation of soil around trees and shrubs  
 Aerating and top dressing of lawn  
 Irrigation of lawn and other vegetation  
 Planting and care of flower beds and borders . 
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UNIT III 

VII 

 

   DRAW THE INDOOR LANDSCAPE ASPER GIVEN SIZE 

BOTANICAL NAMES OF PLANTS 

  �  Aglaonema (Chinese evergreen)  

�  Alocasia  

�  Anthurium  

�  Aphelandra squarrosa (zebra plant)  

�  Araucaria heterophylla (Norfolk Island pine)  

�  Asparagus aethiopicus (asparagus fern)  

�  Aspidistra elatior (cast iron plant)  

�  Begonia species and cultivars  

�  Bromeliaceae (bromeliads)  

�  Calathea (prayer plants)  
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�  Chamaedorea elegans (parlor palm)  

�  Dypsis lutescens (areca palm)  

�  Chlorophytum comosum (spider plant)  

�  Citrus, compact cultivars such as the Meyer lemon  

�  Cyclamen  

�  Dracaena  

�  Dieffenbachia (dumbcane)  

�  Epipremnum aureum (golden pothos)  

�  Ficus benjamina (weeping fig)  

�  Ficus elastica (rubber plant)  

�  Ficus lyrata (fiddle-leaf fig)  

�  Hippeastrum  

�  Hoya species  

�  Mimosa pudica (sensitive plant)  

�  Nephrolepis exaltata cv. Bostoniensis (Boston fern)  

�  Orchidaceae (orchids) 

MATERIALS IN HARDSCAPE : 

The essential types of hardscape material are: wood, faux-wood (composite decking 
material), concrete, brick, tile, loose stone (like pebbles, small rocks and gravel), solid stone (in 
slabs or tiles), and pavers, which are pre-cut shapes that form a paved area by fitting together 
like interlocking puzzle pieces.and fences,pavement materials,lightings , steps,pergola,gazebo. 

VIII .  Some see a sloped yard as a drawback, while others see it as an asset. The difference 
between the two is having a workable design that makes the sloped area usable and capitalizes on 
the dramatic potential of a hillside lot. 

  Multilevel landscape design utilizes retaining walls, terraces, steps, decks, and other 
features to create accessible planting beds and areas for outdoor recreation in hilly terrain. These 
are fairly complex, costly features that often require expert assistance to execute, but before you 
hire a professional it's helpful to get an idea of what's possible. 
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Retaining	Walls	and	Terraces	
 

Retaining walls allow you to reduce the angle of a slope so it is easier to plant, walk on or 
use for other purposes. They are typically made by 'cutting and filling'-- excavating a portion of 
the slope and using the soil to backfill behind the retaining wall to build a relatively flat area. 
One retaining wall may be enough to support a short stretch of slope, but a series of parallel 
retaining walls is often used to support a large slope. 

Paths,	Stairs,	and	Planting	Areas	
 

Often, multilevel landscape design includes a combination of retaining walls of varying heights, 
flat terraces, moderately sloped areas, and other features that are knitted together with a network 
of walking paths and stairways. For a grand, formal look, route the stairs straight up the middle 
of a series of retaining walls. Alternatively, break up the landscape by using the stairs to go from 
one terrace to the next in different areas, using pathways along the terraces to connect them. 

Multilevel	Plantings	

No landscape is complete without plants, but there are special considerations when it comes to 
multilevel landscapes. 

 Stick with small flowering trees rather than large shade trees. The root systems can destabilize 
retaining walls and deck footings.  

 Small shrubs are useful as borders/hedges and can be placed following the lines of terraces and 
other hardscape features.  

 Maximize the use of vines and cascading groundcovers to soften the appearance of the 
structural elements of the landscape. Trailing plants, like prostrate rosemary, look great when 
cascading over a retaining wall for example.  

 Small plants can often be tucked into the soil in crevices within dry stacked stone walls such as 
wallflowers.  

 South‐facing slopes are extremely hot and dry, so use plants that are adapted to those 
conditions like succulents.  

 North‐facing slopes are cool and shady, so make sure to use shade tolerant plants like ferns.  
 In areas with more than a 20 degree slope, use groundcovers to help hold the soil in place.  
 Erosion control fabric is useful for getting plants established on slopes.  
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UNIT IV 

IX  (a)  

� The art of gardening is believed to be an important part of Japanese culture for many    
centuries. 
� The garden design in Japan is strongly connected to thephilosophy and religion of the country. 
� Shinto, Buddhism and Taoism were used in the creation of 
different garden styles in order to bring a spiritual sense to the gardens and make them places 
where people couldspend their time in a peaceful way and meditate. 

 The line between garden and its surrounding landscape is not distinct. 
• Gardens incorporate natural and artificial elements and thus, fuse the elements of nature and 
architecture. 
• In the Japanese garden, the viewer should consider nature as a picture frame into which the 
garden, or the man- made work of art, is inserted. 
 

 Natural: that should make the garden look as if it grew by itself  

 Asymmetry: that creates the impression of it being natural  

 Odd numbers: It supports the effect of the asymmetry  

 Simplicity: that follows the idea of 'less is more'  

 Triangle: that is the most common shape for compositions made  of stones, plants, etc.  

 Contrast: that creates tension between elements  

 Lines: that can create both tranquility and tension  

 Curves: that softens the effect  

 Openness: that indicates interaction between all elements  

(b)  
� Nature is the ideal that you must strive for. You can idealize it, even symbolize it, but you 
must never create something that nature itself cannot. 
� Balance, or sumi. The proportions and spaces are an essential Design principle 
� The “emptiness” of portions of the garden. This space, or ma, defines the elements around it, 
and is also defined by the elements surrounding it. It is the true spirit of yin and yang. 
Without nothing, you cannot have something. It is a central tenet of Japanese gardening.. 
 

 Simple paths 

 A group of rocks 

 Stepping stones 
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 Streams & waterfalls 

 Bridges 

 Shrubs , trees , flower plants  

 Fences and wall 

Water or stream 

• It represents the sea, lake, pond  or river in nature.  

• Non geometrical in appearance;  in order to preserve the natural  shapes, man- made 
ponds are  asymmetrical.  

• The bank of the pond is usually  bordered by stones  

• A fountain is sometimes found at  the bottom of a hill or hillside or  secluded forest.  

• Wells are sometimes found in a  Japanese garden.  

Simple paths 

 flat stepping stones served to  preserve the grass as well as  orient the viewer to a specific  
visual experience.  

 step- stones are found near  the veranda or entrance of the  house or tea room. The visitor  
of the house or room is  expected to place his shoes on  the step- stone before  entering.  

Plants 

 Garden of the 10th to 12th centuries  contained cherry, plum trees, pines  and willows. 

 Flowers, flowering plants and shrubs  were regarded as signs of frivolity and  were 
replaced by evergreen trees that  symbolized eternity.  

 

Trees in Japanese garden 

• Japanese garden is predominately green with  its use of evergreen trees.  

• When flowering trees found in Japanese  garden are camelias, specifically the tsubaki  
and sazanka.  

Fences and wall 

• There are three types of fences:  

• the short fence which extends from  the house into the garden  
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• an inner fence and an outer fence.  
• Short fences or sodegaki are  screens that hide unwanted views or  objects.  

• They are about 6 or 7 feet high.  
• Add color and texture to the garden.  
• Materials used are bamboo, wood  and twigs of bamboo or tree.  

Stones 

• Stones are fundamental elements  of Japanese gardens. 
• Stones used are not quarried by  the hand of man, but of stones  shaped by nature only  

• Used to construct the garden's  paths, bridges, and walkways.  

• Represent a geological presence  where actual mountains are not  viewable or present. 
They are  placed in odd numbers and a  majority of the groupings reflect  triangular 
shapes . 

X. TAJ Garden 

 The tomb building , taj mahal is placed at the farthest end of a rectangular plot along the 
banks of river jamuna. 

 The garden and subsidiary building ( taj mahal , the mosque and rest house ) are enclosed 
by a broad wall with octagonal pavilions at each end and a monumental entrance gate at 
the centre of the southern side. 

 Raised marble water tank at the center of the garden, halfway between the tomb and 
gateway with a reflecting pool on a north-south axis, reflects the image of the 
mausoleum. 

 Taj Mahal garden is unusual in that the main element, the tomb, is located at the end of 
the garden. 

 they use of symmetry and pattern can be seen in the relationship between sunlight and 
shade, plants and water, and light and dark tones.  

 the garden describe its surplus of vegetation, including abundant roses, daffodils,and fruit 
trees. 

SHALIMAR BAGH 

 Shalimar Bagh is a Mughal garden linked through a channel to the northeast of Dal Lake, 
on its right bank located near Srinagar city. 

 It is also based on charbagh concept. 
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 The garden built with a size of 587 metres,length on the main axis channel and with a 
total width of 251 metres . The garden has three terraces fitted with fountains and with 
chinar treelined vistas. 

 The first terrace is a public garden ending in the Diwane-Aam (public audience hall). In 
this hall, a small black marble throne was installed over the waterfall. 

 The second terrace garden along the axial canal, slightly broader, has two shallow 
terraces. The Diwani-Khas (the Hall of Private Audience), which was accessible only to 
the noblemen or guests of the court. 

 In the third terrace, the axial water channel flows through the Zenana garden,which  
which is flanked by the Diwan-i-Khas and chinar trees. 

 Shahajahan built a baradari of black marble, called the Black Pavilion in the zenana 
garden. 

 It is encircled by a fountain pool that receives its supply from a higher terrace. 

 

NISHAT BAGH 

 Nishat Bagh is a Mughal garden built on the eastern side of the Dal Lake, close to the 
Srinagar city. 

 The layout of Nishat Bagh was based on the basic conceptual model of the Chahar 
Bagh,it had to be remodeled to fit the topographic and water source conditions at the site 
chosen in the Kashmir valley. 

 Rectangular layout with east-west length of 548 meters and width of 338 meters was 
adopted. 

 Here are, however, some similarities with the Shalimar Bagh, such as the polished stone 
channel and terraces. 

 The central canal, which runs through the garden from the top end, is 4 metres wide and 
has a water depth of 20 centimetres. Water flows down in a cascade from the top to the 
first terrace at the lake level. 

 The water flow from one terrace to the next is over stepped stone ramps that provide the 
sparkle to the flow. 

 At all the terraces fountains with pools are provided,along the water channel. 
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